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INTRODUCTION 

In 1950 the U. S. Government contracted the Du Pont Company to design, build, 

and operate the Savannah River Plant (SRP). At the time, it was the largest 

construction project ever undertaken by man. It is still the largest of the 

Department of Energy facilities. In the nearly 35 years that have elapsed, 

Du Pont has met its commitments to the U.S. Government and set world safety 

records in the construction and operation of nuclear facilities. Contributing 

factors in achieving production goals and setting the safety records are a 

staff of highly qualified personnel, a well maintained plant, and sound 

maintenance programs. There have been many "first ever" achievements at SRP. 

These "firsts" include: 1) computer control of a nuclear reactor, and 2) use 

of computer systems as safety circuits. This presentation discusses the 

maintenance program provided for these computer systems and all digital 

systems at SRP. An in-house computer ma~ntenance program that was started in 

I 

1966 with five persons has grown to a sta~f of 40 with investments in computer 

hardware increasing from $4 million in 1~70 to more than $60 million in this 

decade (Figure 1). 
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HISTORY OF PROCESS COMPUTERS AT SRP 

The use of computers in process applications at SRP began in 1964 when a 

GE412B computer was installed in a reactor building for data acquisition and 

process monitoring. The production gains realized from the initial 

installation led to the installation of computers in these other reactor 

buildings in 1966 and eventually to computer control of the reactors in the 

early 1970's. The GE412B control computers were replaced with dual Interdata 

Model 70 computers in 1977. Dual Interdata Model 70 computers were also 

installed as safety computer at this time. Vendor contract maintenance for 

the CPU and peripherals was purchased for the first computer. At the end of 

the first year, when plans were being initiated to perform more extensive 

process monitoring in all of the reactor buildings, it became apparent that a 

broader range of maintenance coverage was needed. In the 1960's, process 

interfaces for computers were almost nonexistent. This was especially true in 

the nuclear industry where so many special design considerations and materials 

were required. Signal conditioning and output devices were designed and built 

onplant and in some cases modifications were made to computer I/O circuits. 

Process operations thus became dependent on computer availability and this 

required 24-hour, 7-day per weel< maintenance coverage with minimum response 

time. As the volume of specialized hardware increased and the possibility of 

interaction between the different pieces of hardware developed, it became 

apparent that a maintenance program was needed which would cover all of the 

hardware from the field sensor to the final output device. Intimate knowledge 

of the process connections was necessary to provide such a program. 
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COMPUTER piBTIRANCI PROGRAM 

After careful consideration,-nu Pont management determined that maintenance of 

the reactor computer systems could be best accomplished using Du Pont 

personnel to provide onplant maintenance. A Computer Maintenance group of 

salaried personnel (one supervisor and four Computer Specialists) was 

established. These people received extensive vendor training and maintained 

the GE412B computer systems to the component level. This method proved to be 

very effective both on a cost and a system availability basis. Computer 

system availibility for the 10 years of operation with the GE412B computers 

was 99. 61.. 

In the 1970's, use of computers in process applications spread rapidly. As 

computer-based applications grew, the Computer Maintenance group was expanded 

to provide onplant maintenance programs for all process digital equipment 

including computers, programmable logic controllers, CNC machines, and pulse 

height analyzers. Today there are more than 400 minicomputers and 1500 

peripheral devices in use in SRP process applications. Several hundred 

personal computers, used as engineering tools and in process applications, are 

also in use onplant. 

Capabilities for total in-house maintenance to the component level have been 

maintained for most process equipment except for personal computers. Offplant 

repair services are used for some circuit boards and sealed hard-disk units. 
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PREREQUISITES OF A MAIHTEHAHCE PROGRAM 

There are six prerequisites for an effective maintenance program. All of them 

must be met. When the decision to perform total in-house maintenance is made 

it must be understood that a weakness in any of the basic prerequisites can 

result in failure of the program to perform satisfactorily. 

1. A staff of highly trained personnel. To ensure coverage on a 24-hour, 

7-day per week basis, 4 to 6 persons are required. Sickness, vacations, 

training schools, etc. must be considered. 

2. Test equipment. The best test equipment available is required. Second 

best is generally inadequate. 

3. Spare parts. An adequate supply of spare parts is essential and the 

spares must be maintained at the level of the systems installed. 

4. Training. A continuing training program is a must. Training is expensive 

but absolutely necessary. 

5. Documentation. Good documentation is essential. The greatest single 

weakness of most vendors is poor documentation. 

6. Support of Management. Management personnel must be willing to spend the 

money required for test equipment, training, and spare parts, and most of 

all they must believe in the personnel in the program. 
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COMPUTER MAINTENANCE ORGAHIZATIOB 

Figur'e 2 shows the five groups of the Computer and Digital Systems section. 

Four groups of Computer Specialists are strategically located in different 

areas of the plant. This places personnel closer to their areas of 

responsibility, reduces response time, and reduces transportation costs. 

Twenty-four-hour, 7-day per week coverage is provided although no personnel 

are assigned to shifts. A Call-In List is used to obtain support during off 

hours. When a problem occurs, the custodian starts at the top of the list and 

proceeds down the list until contact is made. The person contacted will do 

what is necessary to solve the problem, including calling anyone he wishes for 

assistance. 

The Computer Specialists in these four groups troubleshoot computer problems 

in the field to the optimum replaceable unit, e.g. - printed circuit board, 

printer, and/or CRT terminal. Faulty units are taken to a shop facility where 

they can be repaired, computer tested, and returned to spares stock. 

The fifth group is made up of the computer shop Foreman and nine Mechanics who 

support the Computer Specialists by repairing the faulty devices that are sent 

to the shop. 

Repairs to printers, CRT's, and the less complex peripheral devices are made 

by E & I Mechanics with assistance from Computer Specialists as needed. 

Circuit board repairs are handled in a different manner. The shop is equipped 

with a wide variety of the best test equipment available. One of the most 

valuable 
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pieces of test equipment is a digital logic board tester. If a program is 

available, faulty circuit boards are cycled through the board tester. If the 

faulty I/C is found, the board is repaired and installed in an offline 

computer for testing. If the board tester does not locate the failed 

components, Computer Specialists resort to normal troubleshooting techniques. 

Some circuit boards are returned to the vendor for repair. When the boards 

are returned by the vendor, they are tested in an off line computer. Vendor 

repairs are typically 92% successful on the first attempt. 

PERSONNEL SELECTION AND TRAINING 

All of the Computer Specialists were promoted from the E & I Mechanic rank. 

There is a labor force of approximately 450 E & I mechanics to choose from. 

E & I Mechanics receive twenty-two weeks of extensive training in pneumatics, 

electronics, and electrical technology. Personnel enter the E & I training 

school as trainees and advance through a series of progression steps over a 

period of four years to E & I Mechanic A. The performance of personnel 

finishing at or near the top of their class in the E & I training school is 

monitored throughout their various job assignments. Personnel who show 

potential are enrolled in advanced digital logic and microprocessor training 

schools conducted by Computer Specialists. The training courses consist of 

digital electronics theory, hands on labs, and programming. Personnel 

finishing in the 90 percentile or above are considered for the Computer 

Specialists position. Special consideration is given personnel with associate 

degrees in electronic and instrumentation technology. Selected personnel are 

submitted to the plant first line supervisors assessment (FLSA) committee for 
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evaluation. Those passing the FLSA committee assessment are promoted to 

Comptuer Specialist. Training programs for newly promoted personnel are 

established on an individual basis to best prepare them for the computer 

systems in their area of responsibility. 

During the first few weeks after promotion, Specialists attend a variety of 

basic computer courses. As they complete the vendor training school, they 

work with experienced Specialists on field installations. It takes 

approximately two years for a Specialist to gain sufficient expertise to work 

on process systems alone and to be placed on the Call-in-List. Training is 

essential for an effective maintenance program. 

typical training given a new Specialist. 

SHOP FACILITIES 

Figure 3 indicates the 

~·our shop facilities support computer equipment repairs. Each group of 

Computer Specialists has access to a shop facility near its office. The shops 

are well equipped with the most modern test equipment including oscilloscopes, 

digital logic testers, and a variety of precision test and measurement 

instruments. 

In addition to these test devices, the main shop is equipped with a DEC PDP 

11/70 computer and a digital logic board tester. The digital logic board 

tester can be programmed to provide in-circuit testing of integrated 

circuits. Programs have been written for the most widely used circuit boards 

and others are being prepared as the need arises. After a program is written, 

a circuit board containing 100 1/C's can be tested in approximately 10 
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minutes. The repair rate with the board tester is approximately 85,.. 

The board tester does not require the person performing the test to have 

any knowledge of how the circuit board actually works. A test cable is 

connected to each I/C and the test for that 1/C is run. A Pass/Fail 

message is illuminated as appropriate. As tests on each I/C are 

completed, the board tester program advances to the test porgram for the 

next IC. 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS TO AID IN MAINTENANCE 

Four programs are used to aid in maintenance of the computers at SRP. 

o The MIAC program runs on the IBM mainframe computer; it is used for 

scheduling, history records, and cost accounting. 

o The Shop Repair History program provides an in-shop record of repairs 

and history, and it can be used for scheduling. 

o Diagnostics- Offline diagnostics provided by the vendor are used to 

test repaired boards and establish a baseline for quality of spares. 

o Online Diagnostics- Online or internal diagnostics, in the computer 

that is failing, represents one of the most valuable computer 

maintenance aids available. It is recognized that if diagnostic 

pt·ograms run most of the computer is operational. In today' s complex 

devices, the slighest hint of impending problems can provide the 
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early warning which could be the key to a rapid solution of the 

failure; in some cases the warning can also give maintenance 

personnel a chance to prevent a hard failure. 

The reactor safety and control computer systems are composed of two 

Perkin/Elmer Model 70 CPU's used for safety computers and two 

Perkin/Elmer Model 8/16-E CPUs used for control computers (Figure 

4). One control computer operates in primary mode and the other in 

secondary mode. If the primary computer fails, the secondary 

computer automatically becomes primary. The computers modes are 

switched daily to ensure that both can operate in either mode. The 

safety computers provide a degree of redundancy in a different 

manner. Both safety computers are online with each reading a 

separate set of complimentary inputs. 

Both the safety and control computers have significant online 

diagnostics. The diagnostics were written by plant software 

personnel to provide extensive checks on computer operation and the 

validity of the analog input signals. The analog to digital 

converter calibrations are checked by reading standard voltage 

sources that are traceable to the National Bureau of Standards. Each 

analog input reading is checked for reasonableness. Digital inputs 

are connected to two input positions on different cards in 

complimentary form to improve the validity of digital input data. 

The safety comptuer checks system integrity by the number of bad 

inputs and errors the system has. If a given number is exceeded, the 
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safety computer takes itself offline. If both safety computers go 

offline, an automatic reactor shutdown occurs. 

When the safety computer detects a bad analog input, an alat~ meassage is 

pdnted out identifying the type of error, the actual reading, and the 

multiplexer card and channel numbers. 

System errors are printed for failures such as data link communication 

fai l.tU."f!!SJ • f'li,;k t.t."atagf.w fai lut."~ • c Loek failures, etc. Control computer 

analog input system failures are identified by both error codes clear text 

messages. Error code tables identify the nature of a failure and the 

probable cause whether hardware or software. 

STRATEGY TO MEET GROWTH 

The overall program is not expected to change a great deal. Efforts are 

always being made to become more efficient. Programs are underway to 

standardize along product lines to reduce spare parts and training costs. 

Vendor repair services for printed circuit boards will continue to be used. 

Vendor contracts are purchased for nonessential equipment. At present, our 

costs are approximately 7.5~ per year of hardware cost compared to 

approximately 10~ per year for contracts. Specializing within is another 

maintenance method that is being studied. The investment in computer hardware 

is expected to double between 1985 and 1987. The challenge to provide a 

program to meet that growth rate is exciting and will be met. 
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